SCHOOL OF ART GALLERIES

Lionel Rombach Gallery // Joseph Gross Gallery

- **BMC PLAYBOOK**
  1/16-3/3 | reception: 2/9

- **Screen Education**
  1/23-2/3 | reception: 1/26

- **Donors + Scholars**
  2/5-2/17

- **The Shape of Their Hands**
  2/20-3/3 | reception: 3/2

- **UAUA - UA Undergraduate Art**
  3/13-3/24 | reception: 3/16

- **(co)creating herstory**
  3/27-4/7 | reception: 3/30

- **NICE TO MEET YOU, TOO**
  4/10-4/21 | reception: TBD

- **Wildcat Art**
  4/24-5/5 | reception: 5/5

- **Lucky Me**
  5/8-5/19 | reception TBD

- **BFA Exhibition**
  3/16-4/3 | reception 3/16

- **MFA Thesis Exhibition**
  4/17-5/12 J. Gross Gallery + UAMA

check IG @gallerypraxis for updated info. and gallery fun

For info. about how to apply for shows and get involved: bio.site/gallerypraxis